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make over your

bedroom
photography by Roberto Caruso
styling by Emma Reddington & Yasmin Zeitler

Instantly update
any space with bold
colour and layers of
pattern and texture

BEFORE
This cookie-cutter
room lacked colour
and texture, and there
was no focal point.

GET THIS LOOK | BEDSPREAD, $259, POTTERYBARN.CA.
THROW, $30, INDIGO.CA. GOLD COCKTAIL CUBE SIDE TABLE, $1,095,
COCOONFURNISHINGS.CA. RING TABLE LAMP, $575, ELTE.COM. SIMILAR ART:
CURTIS JERE SCULPTURE, $1,250, CAVIAR20.COM. HANGING LIGHT, $889,
GREATLIGHTING.COM. PAINT, DOWN POUR BLUE, $46/GAL., BENJAMIN
MOORE.CA. ALL FABRIC, DESIGNERFABRICS.CA (SEE PAGE 64). SEWING, DESIGNER
SEWING INC., TORONTODS.COM. ROOM DESIGN, MARIONMELBOURNE.COM.
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home makeover

Accessorize!
Use a combination of drapes, throw
cushions, bolsters, throws, spreads and
area rugs to add lush layers, soften up
the overall look — and mufﬂe sounds in
echoey condos. Accessories also create
a mood that’s both practical and
luxurious. An open-backed chair lets
light in while taking up less visual space.
TIP: When choosing a ﬂoor rug,
make sure it’s large enough to extend
past the sides and end of the bed.
GET THIS LOOK | MODERN WINDSOR ACCENT
CHAIR, $449, TOSS CUSHIONS, $20 EACH, BOTH
WESTELM.COM. MADELINE WEINRIB AREA RUG,
$1,328 (6 ×9), YCOCARPET.COM. MILANO WINTER
WHITE DRAPES, $295/PANEL, INVUDRAPERYCO.COM.
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BEFORE
Vertical blinds looked generic.
A massive chair felt out
of scale and too masculine.

home makeover

Install dimmers.
Vary your lighting
to create an intimate,
sophisticated space.
Place the main overhead
light on a dimmer to make
changing the mood easy.
Then add wall sconces
or table lamps on either
side of the bed for latenight reading. Complete
the look with a lamp on
the dresser.
GET THIS LOOK | JULES
ROUND SIDE TABLE, $249,
CRATEANDBARREL.CA. SPIKE
WALL PODS, FROM $16,
INVUDRAPERYCO.COM. ELKINS
TABLE LAMP, $665, ELTE.COM.

the palette
WHAT TO USE AND WHERE TO USE IT

headboard

pillows

bolster

MALAGA, IN INDIGO/
SAILOR, $39/YD.,
DESIGNERFABRICS.CA.

ISHAM INDIENNE, IN
PORCELAIN, $33/YD.,
DESIGNERFABRICS.CA.

R-SENSEI, IN NAVY, $37/YD.,
DESIGNERFABRICS.CA.

rug

bedskirt

feature wall

MADELINE WEINRIB INDIGO
WESTLEY, $1,328,
YCOCARPET.COM.

GRACE, IN MIDNIGHT, $20,
DESIGNERFABRICS.CA.

DOWN POUR BLUE,
$46/GAL.,
BENJAMINMOORE.CA.
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Mismatch your
night tables.
Take your time to ﬁnd
just the right piece
of furniture, rather
than buying an entire
bedroom set all at once.
Instead of looking
like a showroom, your
bedroom will feel like
a true reﬂection of
your personality.

